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‘This invention relates to an injection instrument and 
more particularly to ‘a self-injection type hypodermic 
needle and its associated ?uid chamber and support. ' ' 

Self-injection hypodermic syringes or capsules usually 
employ a needle and an injecting ?uid such as insulin en 
closed within a resilient plastic shell. Initial pressure on 
the exterior of the shell causes the needle to pierce the 
shell, and continued, pressure forces the ?uid through 
the needle. Generally, this needle is formed as a seamless 
drawn tubing. One end of the tubing is shaped-to provide 
the needle point, while thenother endis crimped to a 
stamped washer type base member. Self-injection needles 
having this structure are expensive to fabricate, and since 
it is employed in a throw-away type instrument, the cost 
of the complete syringe is an important factor. I ' 

It is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide 
an injection instrument which is economical to produce. 7 
A further object is the provision of an improved self 

injection instrument and capsule. . ‘ 
A further object is to provide a self-injection instru 

ment having a needle inlet port arranged to allow unre 
stricted ?uid ?ow through the needle. 

Another object is the provision of a method for pro 
ducing an improved injection instrument. 
A still further object is the provision of an injection 

instrument having a needle which can withstand a sub 
stautial lateral force. 7 I ‘ 

.The aforementioned objects are achieved in one aspect 
of the invention by providing a metal blank formed with 
a base and a tab which terminates in a needle section. . 
For a better understanding of the invention, reference 

is made to the following description, taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings in which: " 

Fig. l is a plan view of a metal blank layout of the 
instrument constituting one embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the instrument made 
from the metal blank shown in Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 3 illustrates the instrument employed with a self 
injection hypodermic capsule. 

Referring to the drawings, an injection instrument 11, 
made from a blank of ?at stock such as stainless steel, is 
shown in layoutform in Fig. l as having a circular base 
portion 13 and an elongated member or tab 15 with three 
integral sections 17, 19, and 21. Section 17 is formed 
with a crook so that it terminates along a portion of one 
side of the triangular brace section 19. Extending from 
section 19 and axially aligned therewith is the elongated 
needle layout section 21. . 

Instrument 11 may be made with any conventional 
metal blanking and forming apparatus such as one em 
ploying a precision progressive die. Section 17 is ?rst 

it‘. support is. elongated'iendsection 21.‘. The are? 
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of and swim IIafHhsniOImedSO that my abutsne 
anotherto provide a needle terminating in the instrument 
Paint-1.3! sTheJnesdle: Qll?et as. tormetby .thiswmins, 
operation serves‘ to‘outwardly convey; the injecting ?uid 
ssrplisd thriwsh :theisletunon 2.6; which issraced ‘above. 
basal-i». lt?ls?red, base. 13, bracel? or. ssctic'n 21.11.1211. 
‘3921511941? r stronger by?pmvidiss the blank with thicker; 
material in selected ‘sections or by forming the blank with 
excesses imatm'el was it can be, folded back ‘and’ 

,; fourth several times to form these section's.._., .- a 
Fig. 3 shows a self-injection syringe 21""v‘viiiéh'hiti 

cup-shaped well 29 and a closure member 31. The 
syringe is made of a resilient plastic material such as 
polyethyelene which may be sealed along the lip of cup ' ' 
129 and the edge of closure 31 by any convenient means 
suchv as by heat and pressure. Enclosed within the capsule 
is aninjection ?uid 33 and instrument 11. Integral with 
the?base of cup 29 is a ledge ‘35 which surroundsand en 
gages base 13 of instrument 11. The instrument base is 
forced under ledge 35 to effectively position and maintain 
instrument 11 within the walls of cup 29. 

After the instrument has been mounted upon cup 29 
as described above, the cup is ?lled with the desired in 
jection ?uid and is subsequently sealed with closure mem 
ber 31. It can be seen that the capsule structure made 
in this manner enables the parts to be sterilized and sealed 
andlater, an injection to be made without any further 

' handling of the injecting ?uid or needle. 
30 A self-injection capsule constructed in accordance with 

. the embodiment shown is more economical to produce, 
1‘ and issafer to use. Due to the manner in which brace 19 
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folded back upon base 13 so that triangular brace section > 
‘19 is disposed near the central portion of the base.’ Sec 
tion 19 is then bent upwardly’ to provide for extension of 
sections 19 and 21 along a plane substantially normal to 
base 13. The free end of triangular brace section 17 is 
subsequently turned to form a V-shaped rib which serves 
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is attached to base 13 by tab section 17, the needle is 
provided with a ?rm but yieldable mounting. Therefore, 
a twisting or turning of the capsule during’ the injection 
period will not snap off the needle. In addition, a lateral 
pressure on the needle after it has been extended through 
closure 31 as far as possible will cause less strain on‘the 
needle since the closure member will absorb some of they 
force and provide a fulcrum point at the upper edge of 
brace 19 rather than near base 13. Also, since inlet port 
26 is spaced above base 13 in the embodiment shown, 
mis-handling of the capsule will not prevent a free ?ow 
of ?uid through the needle. Regardless of the location 
or amount of pressure on cup 29, the ?uid has access to 
the ‘unrestricted opening. ' . 

Although one embodiment of the invention has been 
shown and described, it will be understood by persons 
skilled in the art that variations and modi?cations may be 
made without departing from the scope of the invention 
as de?nedby the appended claims. ' 
What is claimed is: 
l. A method of forming an injection instrument com 

prising the steps of fabricating a strip of material to pro 
vide a base portion and an elongated portion having three 
sections, folding the ?rst section back upon said base, 
bending the second section to form a brace, and turning 
the third section to form a hollow needle. ' 

2. The method of forming an injection instrument com 
prising the steps of fabricating a strip of material to pro 
vide a base portion and an elongated portion having three 
sections, folding the ?rst section back upon said base, 
bending the'second section to form a brace extending sub 
stantially normal to said base, and turning the third 
section to form a hollow needle. 

3. The method of forming an injection instrument ‘ 
comprising the steps of fabricating a strip of material to 
provide a base portion and an elongated portion having 
three sections, folding the ?rst section back upon said 
base, bending the second section to form a brace extend 
ing substantially normal to said base, and turning the 



section to form a liollovlv?iieedle i I 
said brace. ' 

4. A method of formingan injection instrument com 
prising the steps of blanking a strip of metal to form ‘a 
Base portion having an elongated-portion extendinfgntlieref 
from and subsequently ‘formingfsaid'elongated‘ portion to 
provide a tab foldedback-uponsaid base‘portion with'a 
hollow needle extending transversely of‘ said base portion,~ 

- ~5. injection instrumentforrned from a’me't'al' blank 
comprising a base portion,~a tab extending from an; edge 
of said base portion substantially parallel‘ thereto't‘ei‘mii 
nating in a brace positioned‘ centrally‘ of said" base ‘pore 
tion, and a hollow needle depending from said brace trans{ 
verse to the baseportion formed with an inlet port spaced '1 ' 
from said ‘base portion. 

, " $94.14;, 

6. A self-injection capsule vcomprising a resilient en 
closure, a ?uid ‘disposed within ‘said enclosure,‘ and‘ an in 
jection instrument mounted upon an internal wall of said 
enclosure, said injection instrument being formed from a 
metal blank and comprising a base portion, a tab extend 
ing from an edge of said base portion substantially 
parallel thereto terminating‘iniai brace positioned centrally 

v_ of said base portion, anda hollow» needle depending from 
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said brace transverse'to' the'base portion formed with 

ansi eti-port-spaced‘fmmsaid;base portion, > I I ‘UReferencesCited'in'the ?le 'of‘this patent-i“ ,. 
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